A better environment inside and out.®

Panorama® Window Films: Success Stories

Private residence, Lexington, Kentucky
Installation Summary
Problem:
Concerns about altering the glass’
appearance
Excessive solar heat gain
Extreme exposure to ultraviolet radiation
Solution:
Solar Gard Panorama Hilite® 70
Amount of film:
575 square feet
Benefits:
Maintains the original appearance of the
glass
Maintains natural light illumination
Keeps out unwanted heat
Helps protect against fade damage

“As soon as we had Solar Gard® Panorama® Hilite® installed, it made the biggest
difference compared to other solar control products. Visually, no one notices it is
there. Hilite® complements our house perfectly.” Tracy Browning, Homeowner
Advanced glass coating
meets homeowner’s
sophisticated daylighting
needs

times of day, exposing the rich
wood floors and contemporary
furnishings to ultraviolet light,
a primary cause of fading.

The 6,000 square foot estate
of Tracy and Boyd Browning is
a focal point in the Lexington,
Kentucky community,
presenting an ambiance of
beauty and charm. Their
home’s pristinely decorated
interior is accented with an
expansive wall of elegant
French panes that brightly
illuminate the open rooms
with warm, radiant sunlight.
Unfortunately, the warmth of
the sun was excessive at peak

To protect the valuable
furnishings, traditional window
treatments had to remain
closed all day, blocking
cherished views. Alternative
solar control products
detracted from their home’s
overall charm. Refusing to
compromise style for comfort
and preservation, the couple
opted for an advanced glass
coating product to take care
of their solar control and fade
concerns. Tracy called upon

the expertise of independent
Solar Gard® Elite window film
dealer Matt Howard, owner
of Intints Window Tinting.
Having installed window film
on over 1,000 houses in the
past 15 years, including the
Browning’s previous residence,
Matt recommended spectrally
selective Panorama Hilite® 70
for every window.
Hilite® 70 uses exotic metals,
including titanium oxide,
gold and silver, to block
select wavelengths of the
sun’s unwanted radiation,
while transmitting high
amounts of visible light and

Only available through an
authorized Panorama dealer.
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maintaining the appearance
of the glass. Hilite® 70 meets
the sophisticated daylighting
and solar control needs of the
Brownings home and they are
extremely pleased with Hilite’s
exceptional transparency. The
glass’ original appearance is
maintained. Hotspots were
eliminated around windows,
room temperatures balanced
and personal comfort
improved. Plus, Tracy and Boyd
can expect their furnishings,
décor and hardwood floors
to stay vibrant longer, thanks
to Hilite 70’s impressive
solar control capabilities and
superior composition.

